Abstract. If V is a foliated manifold, there exists a von Neumann algebra M associated with V. We consider the case when V is a transformation groupoid T and the von Neumann algebra M associated with T is a noncommutative algebra of random operators. We show that M is generated by a functional algebra A defined on the groupoid T with a noncommutative convolution as multiplication, and develop the differential geometry (metric, connection, and curvature) based on inner derivations of the algebra A.
Introduction
It is well known that if V is a foliated manifold then there exists a von Neumann algebra M, canonically associated with V, that depends only on a class of Lebesgue measures on the space X of leaves of the foliation. In the commutative case M. = L°°(X), whereas in the noncommutative case M consists of operator valued functions on X [2, p. 50] . In the present paper, we consider the case when V is equipped with the structure of a transformation groupoid. Physical motivation for such an approach is given in the papers [3, 4, 5, 7, 8] in which we have constructed a model unifying general relativity with quantum mechanics. The key structure of this model is a transformation groupoid, and its von Neumann algebra is an algebra of random operators which unifies probabilistic and geometric properties of the model (both in a generalized sense). The relationship between randomness and geometry is certainly interesting in itself, independently of any physical applications. To contribute to the understanding of this relationship, in the noncommutative case, is the aim of the present paper. We consider a noncommutative algebra A which is constructed from a commutative algebra C°°(r) on a transformation groupoid F by changing its usual pointwise multiplication by the convolution. The regular representation of this algebra in a bundle of Hilbert spaces leads to a von Neumann algebra of random operators. We then construct a differential geometry of these operators.
The transformation groupoid T plays the central role in our construction. For two reasons. First, it provides a natural mean to define random oper-ators and has rich enough structure allowing us to combine geometry and randomness. Second, as a natural generalization of the group concept it also generalizes the concept of symmetry [6, p. 162 ] which can be important for physical applications.
In this paper, we develop the inner geometry of random operators, i.e., geometry based on the submodule of inner derivations of the corresponding algebra. Of course, there can exist other derivations of this algebra, but inner derivations seem to be the "correct ones" as far as noncommutative algebras are concerned (they vanish for commutative algebras). Moreover, it can be demonstrated that, for operator algebras on Hilbert spaces, under some mild conditions, every derivation is inner [1] .
The synopsis of our paper runs as follows:
• In Section 2, we present the transformation goupoid T and its noncommutative algebra A.
• In Section 3, we consider the module of inner derivations of the algebra A.
• In Section 4, we construct the algebra M. of random operators, the so-called von Neumann algebra of the groupoid I\ • In Section 5, we prove an important Lemma on the existence of the Levi-Civita connection for a module of inner derivations and, by using this Lemma we compute the connection and the Riemann curvature for the geometry of random operators.
• In Section 7, we collect some concluding remarks.
Transformation groupoid and its algebra
Let us consider a differential manifold E on which a noncompact semisimple group G is acting freely. The Cartesian product T = E x G can be naturally equipped with the structure of a transformation groupoid. Let A = r, C) be a noncommutative algebra of smooth, compactly supported, complex valued functions on T with convolution as multiplication. If 7i = (pi, <7i), 72 = (P2,52) G r, p 2 = pigi, then their composition is defined to be 71 o 72 = (pi, <71(72) and, for /1, /h G A, the convolution is (/i*/2)(t)= J hill) f2(11 1 r d ( 7 ) where ¿(7) = d(p,g) = p and T p = {(p,g) : g G G}. Let us also denote TP = {(pg-\g):geG}. The center of the algebra A is trivial, 2(A) = {0}, but if we define
then it can be easily seen that A is a module over Z. In the following, Z Inner geometry of random, operators 973 will be called the outer center of A. Functions of Z (which, in general, are not compactly supported) act on A in the following way:
We also define Sip, 9) = Sip)Seig) where 5 is the Dirac distribution, g € G, and e is the unit of G. If a E A and if we use the integral notation for the distribution action on test functions, we have
The equivalence class of p will be denoted by E p , and called fiber of r over p. Now, we define the pair groupoid Ti = {(pi,p2) '• P\,P2 € E Pl } with the composition law (pi,p2) ° iP2,Pz) = (Pi,P3), Pi,P2,P3 & E Pl and the algebra A\ = C£°(ri,C) with convolution as multiplication. Proof. Let fi, /2 G A\; we have
We notice that the set E p , for every p E E, is diffeomorphic with the group G, and consequently there is a measure on E p induced from the Haar measure on G. After making the substitution ps = Pigi, P2 = Pig, we obtain
which can be rewritten as
In the following, we shall often make use of the above isomorphism.
Module of inner derivations
By the differential algebra we mean a pair (A, V) where V is a submodule of the module of derivations of the algebra A, V C DerA In the following, we develop the inner differential algebra, i.e. the differential algebra with V = InnA Analogously, we also have the isomorphism ad : Ai -> Inn*4i.
Random operators Let us first define the family of regular representations of the groupoid algebra A in Hilbert spaces W -L 2 (T P ), for every p G E, 7Tp : A -• B{H P )
where B(W) denotes the algebra of bounded operators on W, by (7r p (a)^)(7) = (a * ^(7) = \ a( 7i)tp(7i X o 7)^71 r d ( 7 ) where a G A, ip G HP, 7, 71 G T. The Haar measure on the group G, transferred to the fibers of T, forms a Haar system on T.
Our aim is to show that every element a G A generates a random operator r a on (W) P It can be seen that random operators r act on cross sections of the Hilbert bundle H -UpeE PROPOSITION 2. The family of operators ra = (irp(a))pGE is a random operator.
Proof. If
r/p € L 2 (T P ) then we have the following formula fp(<0£p> Vp) = S ( \ ofrO&iTr 1 ° 7)^71 rp rd (7) Since the Haar measure can be transferred from G to F p , for each p G E, condition (1) In the following, we shall consider the Z-module W = Inn(A / io) --Mo-(The isomorphism is a simple consequence of Lemma 1). We should remember that Z ~ C°°(M).
Connection and curvature
We first prove an important Lemma on the existence of connection in a module of inner derivations. We formulate it in more general terms for any algebra A over C such that Z{A) = {0} and there exists an outer center Z, i.e., Z acts on A, Z x A -• A. In other words A is a Z-module with Z being a commutative algebra. TT p (a), v(p) = ir p (b), a,b G A, therefore u, h is evidently a Z-bilinear, symmetric, nondegenerate, and it can be easily checked that it satisfies condition (1). Therefore, on the strength of Lemma 2 there exists the unique connection V : W x W -> Z given by
The Riemann curvature R-.WxWxW->Woi the above connection is given by the usual formula
By simple computations with the help of the Jacobi identity we obtain
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have demonstrated that two mathematical structures, one responsible for geometric properties and another responsible for random properties (usually regarded as independent of each other) can be unified, if some synchronizing conditions are satisfied. In physical applications, geometric structure is typical for relativistic gravity theories whereas random properties are notorious in quantum physics. It goes without saying that the unification of geometry and randomness could be an important step as far as the search for quantum gravity is concerned.
In the present paper, we have limited our concern to algebras connected with a transformation groupoid. Although groupoids seem to be interesting structures (also for physical applications, see Introduction), it is worthwhile noticing that geometric properties of random operators can also be studied in a purely algebraic setting without any direct reference to an "underlying groupoid". Instead of referring to the groupoid structure one can axiomatically define certain class of algebras that are both "geometric" and "random". This is done in a forthcoming paper [9] .
